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Find a flat

Are you looking for an apartment or a house for rent?

Here are some ways to find a suitable apartment:

There are various platforms where you can search for apartments. Many also offer a free subscription for searching. Here are some examples:

Attention – good to know

Contact points
Find the right contact point, advice or authority in your area: Contact points

Finding a suitable apartment can be difficult or easy, depending on your location and budget. 

The average rental price in the Canton of St.Gallen is currently:

1-room apartment   CHF   750
2-room apartment   CHF 1201
3-room apartment   CHF 1450
4-room apartment   CHF 1650

If you want to rent an apartment in the city, it is usually more expensive than in a smaller village. Finding a suitable apartment always takes a little
patience. 

Internet

Comparis

Newhome

Immoscout24

Homegate

Newspapers and free newspapers
You will find advertisements in local or regional newspapers – usually without photos but with a contact for a viewing. 

Property management companies and housing cooperatives
You can also inquire directly with a property management company whether an apartment is available. 

Housing cooperatives usually offer cheaper rental prices. They sometimes keep waiting lists for apartments that become vacant. 

If you like an apartment advertisement, call the specified contact and make an appointment for viewing. 


Never pay fees when looking for an apartment
It is not allowed to ask for money for a "reservation" of an apartment or for the withdrawal of the application.


Pets allowed in the apartment?
When viewing the new apartment, be sure to ask if pets are allowed.
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https://www.hallo.sg.ch/en.html
https://www.hallo.sg.ch/en/zusammenleben.html
https://www.hallo.sg.ch/en/zusammenleben/wohnen.html
https://realadvisor.ch/de/immobilienpreise-pro-m2/kanton-st-gallen
https://www.comparis.ch/immobilien/default
https://www.newhome.ch/blog/de/mieten/
https://www.immoscout24.ch/de/wohnung/mieten/kanton-st-gallen
https://www.homegate.ch/mieten/wohnung/kanton-stgallen
https://www.hallo.sg.ch/en/zusammenleben/wohnen/wohnung-finden.html
https://www.hallo.sg.ch/en/zusammenleben/wohnen/haustiere.html
https://www.hallo.sg.ch/en/beratung-kontakte/kontakte.html
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